
HEARING OFFICER, CAREER SERVICE BOARD 
CITY AND COUNTY OF DENVER, COLORADO 
Appeal No. 54-14 

DECISION AND ORDER 

THE MATTER OF THE APPEAL OF: 

JOVEDA SCOTT, Appellant. 

vs. 

OFFICE OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, DENVER EMPLOYMENT FIRST DIVISION, 
and the City and County of Denver, a municipal corporation, Agency. 

The hearing in this appeal was held on Dec. 8, 2014 before Hearing Officer Valerie 
McNaughton. Appellant was present and represented herself with her husband, Gregory 
Grimes. Assistant City Attorneys Jennifer Jacobson and William Glassman represented 
the Agency. The Agency called Tonya Davis, Ranee Taylor, Denise Bryant Joveda Scott, 
John Lucero, and Shayne Hickman. Appellant presented the testimony of Robert 
Dominguez. Dorothy (Dot) Peterson and Amber Owens. 

I. STATEMENT OF THE APPEAL 

Appellant Joveda Scott appealed her termination dated Sept. 23, 2014. 
Appellant also filed claims of race, color and age discrimination, whistleblower and 
retaliation, and appealed the disposition of a complaint filed in June, 2013. The 
discrimination and whistleblower claims were dismissed by order dated Nov. 5, 2014 
based on Appellant's failure to assert a genuine issue of fact as to those claims. At 
hearing, Agency Exhibits 1 - 18 and Appellant's Exhibits A - M, 0-4 to 0-7, P, R, and T - W 
were admitted. 

11. FINDINGS OF FACT 

Appellant Joveda Scott was hired by the City and County of Denver in 2005, and 
served as an Administrative Support Assistant (ASA) IV until her disciplinary demotion to 
ASA II on Jan. 23, 2014 by the Office of Economic Development. Appellant was 
terminated from the latter position nine months later based on various claimed 
performance deficiencies. (Exh. 1.) 

Appellant served in the Employment First division of the Office of Economic 
Development for the past five years. where she was assigned to the front desk to assist 
walk-in customers with a variety of needs. Recipients of public benefits are required to 
attend a number of classes designed to increase their ability to obtain and maintain 
employment. Part of Appellant's duties were scheduling clients for those classes and 
checking them in on the day of the class. Appellant also performed data entry and 
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reporting under a number of deadlines imposed by federal. state and agency guidelines. 
The Agency has been under a state corrective plan for several years that requires it to 
process applications in compliance with strict deadlines, under penalty of sanctions. 

In July and August, 2014, four customers filed complaints against Appellant. On 
the morning of July l st. a food stamp applicant spoke to Appellant at the front desk after 
discovering she had been given the wrong time for a compliance class and had missed 
it. Appellant rescheduled her for the class 29 days later. which delayed her ability to 
qualify for food stamps for the intervening period. When the customer asked for the 
name of Appellant's supervisor, Appellant refused to tell her. stating that she was not "that 
type of supervisor." (Exh. 7. 7-8.) After receiving the customer's complaint. Appellant's 
supervisor Tanya Davis asked Appellant why the client could not have been scheduled 
into an appointment later that day. Appellant replied that those classes are normally full, 
and so she believed that scheduling for a later class was a safer choice. (Exh. 7-3.) 

At hearing. Appellant argued that the client was ultimately permitted to attend a 
special compliance class and thus avoided the delay. Appellant testified that she did 
not give the customer her supervisor's name because the complaint process is different: 
a customer seeking to complain is provided the employee's name and an escalation 
form. not the name of the supervisor. (Appellant. 11 : 16 am.) 

On July 16, a customer and her daughter complained that Appellant treated 
them rudely. When they asked for her name, Appellant replied that she would let them 
know at 1 pm. The customer then filed her complalnt with the security desk. (Exh. 8.) 
Appellant testified that she did not tell the customer her name because at that point she 
was "on lunch. Did I hove to give my name, when I was on lunch?" Appellant added 
that "we get in trouble if we don't punch out in seven minutes." (Appellant. 11: 15 am.) 
Davis testified that the process required Appellant to give the customer her name, and 
furnish her the escalation form so the customer can document the complaint. (Davis, 
9:35am.) 

On July 29th, a homeless man waited in line to find out when his class began 
because he had lost his paperwork. When he reached the front of the line at noon. 
Appellant announced the desk was closed and told him to come back at 1 pm. He 
returned at 1 pm, and waited in line for another 15 minutes. Appellant then told him he 
hod missed his class, which started at 1 pm. (Exh. 9.) Appellant testified that the 
customer should hove known where and when his class was. When asked why she did 
not just tell him when his class began. Appellant stated that she did not recall his question 
as he was standing in line for the second time. She added, "I don't understand why he 
was waiting in line ... being on time is port of being employment ready. Whose fault is it if 
he's late. or if he doesn't know where to go?" (Appellant, 11: 15 am.) 

On Aug. 2o·i-., a fourth complaint was made for a long wait in line and rude 
treatment at the front desk. The customer is disabled by severe anxiety and depression 
and was seeking help with transportation benefits. Appellant took a long time serving the 
customer. and permitted another customer to interrupt them. Appellant was then rude 
to that customer, who also needed transportation. Appellant become irritated with the 
disabled customer because she did not know the process. The customer filed a 
complaint that Appellant "(treated) me like on idiot." (Exh. 10.) In response to this 
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allegation. Appellant claims she did nothing wrong and that her thoroughness. while time 
consuming. should be welcomed by customers. 

The disciplinary letter also noted Appellant had a backlog of unreturned customer 
phone calls. an issue that caused extra work for the rest of the team to reduce her 
backlog. Finally, the Agency stated that Appellant spent unnecessary time researching 
customer cases at the front desk ofter being instructed not to do so. That practice 
lengthened wait times and adversely impacted operations. 

Appellant does not deny the factual allegations of the disciplinary letter, but 
testified that customers are often difficult and the front desk is overwhelmingly busy. She 
argues that the standard of two complaints per quarter is unreasonable. as shown by 
high job stress and turnover within the unit. · 

The office as a whole seNes 3,000 to 3.400 customers a month. Caseworkers carry 
caseloads of up to 420 clients. and the front desk con receive inquiries from as many as 
600 clients per week. (Hickmon, 1 :21 pm.) Three co-workers confirmed that the front desk 
is both busy and stressful. (Dominguez. Peterson. Owens.) Dominguez hos fallen behind 
in his work and has had customer complaints. but he has not been disciplined for his 
backlog. Peterson has never received a complaint from a customer. and obseNed no 
problems with Appellant's customer seNice skills. Business Development Associate 
Shayne Hickman stated that since Appellant's termination. there has been a reduction in 
customer grievances. (Hickman. 1: 10 pm.) 

Appellant's employment history is important to the determination of both the 
penalty imposed and the retaliation claim. Appellant was hired in 2005 by the 
Department of Workforce Development. She transferred back to the Agency in 2008 
ofter having failed to successfully complete probation in the Treasurer's Office. 
(Appellant. 10:28 am.) In 2012. Appellant received a below expectations evaluation for 
untimely work with a high error rote. which required assistance from team members. (Exh. 
5.) In 2013. she was again rated below expectations. That review noted that after re
training. repeated help with her backlog and a reduction in her workload. Appellant's 
work still had high error and untimeliness rates that contributed to the Agency's failure to 
be removed from the state's corrective action plan. It added that Appellant had failed 
to cooperate in efforts and initiatives designed to streamline her work. and that she 
continued to perform unrelated computer research after a verbal reprimand for 
deficiencies in her performance. (Exh. 4.) Both ratings were prepared by Employment 
First's Interim SupeNisor Leslie Domingo. A few months before the end of the 2013 rating 
period. Tanya Davis was hired as the permanent supeNisor, and Domingo transferred out 
of the d ivision. Davis then confirmed all of the ratings based on her own observations 
and assessments. (Exh. 6.) 

Based on Appellant's continued failure to comply with federal guidelines for CBMS 
data entry as well as ongoing work backlogs, the Interim Direc tor of Workforce 
Development Ledy Garc ia-Eckstein initiated disciplinary action. Appellant admitted the 
performance issues, but claimed her backlog was caused by her FMLA leave as well os 
different work styles. Garcia-Eckstein considered but rejected those claims after 
conc luding that none o f the FMLA leave dates were involved in ony of her work delays. 
She olso found tha t, despite the Agen<:y's e fforts to improve her performanc e by means 
of transfers and reductions ln her workload. Appellarit was still ' not able to keep up with 



the volume or complexity of the work." (Exh. 3-3.) After considering these performance 
issues and Appellant's failure to accept responsibility for escalating tension over work 
issues, Garcia-Eckstein imposed an involuntary demotion from ASA IV to ASA II , with no 
loss of pay, effective Jan. 23, 2014. (Exh. 3.) 

Appellant testified that her performance issues began in 2012 when her previous 
supervisor, Leslie Domingo, became angry with her for taking FMLA. She claims that 
Domingo engineered her termination by speaking to the management officials who 
imposed the current discipline. In rebuttal, the Agency presented the testimony of the 
current Director of Workforce Development Denise Bryant, who stated that Domingo 
exercised no influence over Tanya Davis. since they "do not communicate at all". 
(Bryant, 10:18 am.) The decision-maker, OED Deputy Director John Lucero, testified that 
he did not know about Appellant's grievance against Domingo, and had not spoken to 
Domingo for well over a year. He stated that Domingo did not pressure him to make this 
decision. (Lucero. 1 :33 pm.) Appellant presented no response to this evidence. The 
Agency argued that the discipline was well-founded on the facts. and was corroborated 
by the nature of Appellant's past performance issues. 

The Agency imposed termination in light of the failure of its previous efforts to 
improve Appellant's performance. These efforts included re-training, workload reduction. 
extension of deadlines. work site transfers, improvements to the work flow. and demotion 
to a position with less responsibility. Bryant testified that she supported termination based 
in part on Appellant's failure to perform customer service in a manner consistent with the 
vulnerability of the population served. She considered another transfer or demotion, but 
rejected those options because there was no available position that did not also require 
the performance of customer service duties. (Bryant. 10: 14 am.) 

ANALYSIS 

The Agency bears the burden to establish the asserted violations of the Career 
Service Rules by a preponderance of the evidence, and to show that termination was 
within the range of discipline that can be imposed under the circumstances. 
Department of Institutions v. Kinchen, 886 P.2d 700 (Colo. 1994). Appellant hos the 
burden of proof on her retaliation claim. In re Morgan. CSA 63-08, 9 (4/6/09) citing 
C.R.S. 24-4-105 (7); Department of Institutions v Kinchen, 836 P2d 700 (Colo. 1994). 

A. VIOLATION OF DISCIPLINARY RULES 

1. Careless performance of duties, CSR § 16--60 B. 

An employee is careless in violation of this rule when she performs her duties 
without reasonable care, resulting in potential or actual s·gnificant harm. In re Roberts, 
40-10, 48-10, 10 (11/15/2010), citing 'n re Mounjim. CSA 87-07, 5 (7 /10/08). Appellant's 
duties include customer service and schedu.ing customers for the next available activity. 

Appellant concedes that she did not schedule the food stamp applicant for the 
next available compliance class. She made that choice to avoid the extra step of 
checking actual class attendance numbers. instead selecting a class 29 days out as a 
"safer" choice. She a so adm·ts that the homeless customer stood in line an additional 15 
minutes and missed his class because she forgot the question he had asked. Another 



time, Appellant interrupted a disabled client and expressed irritation with her, causing the 
latter to feel that she was being "targeted for bad treatment because I'm anxious. 
People need to be kind: you don't know what someone is going through." (Exh. 10.) 
Appellant does not contest that her conduct was careless. I find that the Agency proved 
that Appellant was careless in the performance of her customer service duties, in 
violation of this rule. 

2. Failure to comply with lawful orders. CSR § 16-60 J. 

An employee violates this rule by failing to comply with a supervisor's reasonable 
order under circumstances demonstrating willfulness. In re Dineen, CSB 56-11. 3 
(12/20/12.) Tanya Davis testified that she specifically ordered Appellant to stop 
performing research ot the front desk, since her job as an ASA II was to move cases. She 
explained that Appellant was spending five to ten minutes per customer. which was 
causing five to ten-foot lines that were interfering with security. Appellant obeyed that 
order for two weeks. "then the behavior came bock." (Davis, 9:14 am.) 

Appellant's supervisor articulated a reasonable order restricting Appellant from 
computer research. Appellant's job was to greet and serve customers at the front desk in 
an eHicient manner. Instead, her decision to perform time-consuming research caused 
long lines and interfered with the operation and security of the unit. Appellant had been 
on notice since issuance of her 2013 PEPR that she was not to perform computer research 
at the front desk. (Exh. 6-5.) Her superior then specifically ordered her to cease this 
activity. Appellant obeyed the order for two weeks in 2014, which showed that she 
understood the order and was capable of complying with it. Thereafter, Appellant chose 
to disobey the order. These circumstances demonstrate that Appellant's continued 
research at the front desk was a willful disobedience of her supervisor's reasonable order, 
as prohibited by CSR§ 16-60 J. 

3. Failure to meet established standards of performance, CSR § 16-60 K. 

An employee is in violation of this rule when an agency established and clearly 
communicated a performance standard, and the employee foils to meet that 
standard. Performance standards may be found in a performance evaluation, 
classification description, or in agency policies and procedures. In re Rodriguez, CSA 
12-10, 8 (10/22/ I 0), c1tino In re Routa. C SA 123-04, 3 (1 /27 /05) 

Appellant was charged with failing to meet her customer service performance 
standard by her receipt of more than two customer complaints deemed valid during 
her third rating quarter in 2014. The Agency also found that Appellant failed to de
escalate conf1icts with co-workers. and did not treat customers in a friendly and 
professional manner. Her program performance was rJetermined to be out of 
compliance with lows and unit guidelines in that she did not properly schedule 
customers for the next available activity. 

At hearing, Appellant did not deny that she r~ceived four vo lid customer 
complaints in July and August, 2014. She argues inster.1d that the standard was 
unreasonable. g iven •he volume o f customers who :;eek assistance at the front desk. 
However, that argurnent was unsupported by her w itnesses, who performed the some 
job. Peterson c on recall no c ustomer complo,nts filed against her. Dominguez 



received customer complaints, some of which he believed were unwarranted, but he 
was never reprimanded for them. It can be inferred from this undisputed testimony 
that the number of complaints Dominguez received did not exceed two in a quarter. 
No witness corroborated Appellant's argument that the standard was unrealistic. 

I find that Appellant failed to meet her customer service performance standard 
by having more than two valid complaints within the third quarter. While the Agency 
did show that Appellant failed to schedule the food stamp customer into the next 
available class on July 1, 2014, the 2014 PEP contains no standard for the performance 
of that duty. (Exh. 1-2.) The remaining allegations related to this rule were not supported 
by the evidence. 

4. Failure to maintain satisfactory work relationships, CSR § 16-60 0. 

A violation of this rule is proven by conduct that would cause a reasonable 
person to know it would be harmful to a co-worker or member of the public, or would 
have a significant impact on their relationship with any of them. ln re Rodriquez. CSA 
12-10, 18 (10/22/10), citing In re Burghardt, CSB 81-07, 2 (8/28/08). 

Appellant's conduct generated four customer complaints in the space of two 
months. Appellant's irritation with one disabled customer caused her to inform the 
Agency that Appellant treated her "like an idiot". Other customers missed important 
classes based on Appellant's decision to ignore their questions so that she could leave 
for lunch at the stroke of noon. Appellant was unrepentant for this conduct, with full 
knowledge that many of her customers suffered from hunger and mental illness. I find 
that a reasonable person in her position would have known that such conduct would 
be harmful to the customer. In her capacity as front desk receptionist. Appellant was 
the face of Employment First to over 3.000 customers a month. She was on notice 
based on the nature of the Agency's mission that her behavior could have a very 
harmful effect on the relationship between those customers and the Agency. The four 
customer complaints about her rudeness and failure to serve are strong evidence that 
Appellant's conduct harmed her working relationship with those customers, in violation 
of this rule. 

B. PENALTY 

As noted above, Appellant admits that the facts asserted by the Agency 
occurred as alleged in the disciplinary letter. Her argument that the performance 
standards were unreasonable is unsupported by the evidence. Appellant next argues 
that termination was unduly harsh and was the product of her conflicts with a prior 
supervisor. However. the strong weight of the evidence demonstrates thal termination 
was a reasonable exercise of the Agency's discretion after several recent corrective 
measures failed to improve Appellant's performance. Moreover, a penalty short of 
dismissal would have been unlikely to correct Appellant's continued failure to 
understand her need to improve her skills to serve the Agency's customer population. 

C. RETALIATION CLAIM 

Retaliation for engaging in protected activity is prohibited under CSR § 15-106. 
Appellant claims that she exercised her r'ght to take FMLA ieove in 2012 and 2013, and 
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filed a complaint against her supervisor in June, 2013 for harassment after the FMLA 
request. She argues that the Agency's termination was motivated by that complaint. 
Thus, Appellant succeeded in proving that she engaged in a protected activity and 
thereafter suffered adverse action. What remains to be shown is evidence that the 
termination was caused by either her FMLA leave or her complaint against her 
supervisor. See In re Abeyta, CSA 110-09, 2 (Order 2/9/10), citing Burlington Northern & 
Santa Fe Ry. Co v. White, 548 U.S. 53 (2006): EEOC Compliance Manual Section 8, 
Retaliation, 1J 8008 (1998). 

Appellant's complaint was directed at her former supervisor, Leslie Domingo. The 
discipline a year later was imposed by Deputy Director John Lucero. Lucero testified that 
he had never heard about Appellant's complaint about Domingo, and the latter had not 
pressured him to fire Appellant. (Lucero, 11 :35 am.) Davis' testimony supported a 
conclusion that there was no relationship giving rise to loyalty between Domingo and any 
of the deciding officials. Appellant produced no evidence that Lucero had any 
knowledge of the 2013 complaint filed against Domingo, or that he had any motive to 
favor Domingo. In addition, the sheer length of time between the protected activity and 
the termination - one year - is persuasive that there was no causal relationship between 
the two. See In re Johnson, CSA 135-05, 5 (3/10/060: Gunnell v. Utah State College, 152 
F.3d 1253, 1253 (101h Cir. 1998). Appellant therefore failed to meet her burden to establish 
that the action was retaliatory. 

D. APPEAL OF COMPLAINT OF DISCRIMINATION 

On June 25, 2013, Appellant filed a complaint of harassment, discrimination and 
retaliation based on her treatment by then-supervisor Leslie Domingo, after Appellant 
used FMLA leave. (Exhs. B, U.) The Agency did not respond to the complaint. (Scott, 3:49 
pm.) Sixteen months later, Appellant included the Agency's failure to respond to that 
complaint in its grounds for this appeal. (Appeal form.) 

The Career Service Rules provide no specific deadline for an Agency's response to 
a complaint of discrimination. The rules do require the agency or the Office of Human 
Resources to "immediately undertake effective, thorough, and objective steps" 
concerning the allegation with trained investigators. and to communicate its 
determination "as soon as practicable." CSR§ 15-104: see also In re Gallo, CSB 63-09, 2 
(3/17 /11). Appellant took no action for a full year after her complaint, at which time she 
filed this appeal challenging the ack of Agency action. The ·ssue here is whether that 
delay renders the appeal related to the complaint untimely under the rules. 

The city maintains separate processes for grievances of workplace issues and 
complaints of discrimination, harassment or retaliation. CSR § 18-1 0 C .2. An agency must 
respond to a grievance w thin 15 days after receipt of the grievance. § 18-40 C. In 
contrast, the only guideline for a response to a complaint is that the determination must 
be communicated "as soon as pract cab'e." The stated purpose of the hearing office is 
to 'maintain a fair and eff c ient process for appeals". CSR§ 19-30 A. In pursuit of that 
mission, the rules require that responses to grievances and appeals must be filed within 
fifteen days. S 19-20 A.1 Given this statutory scheme intended to encourage prompt 
disposition of 3mp oyrnent issues, I f nd that Appellant waived her right to appeal the 
Agency's lack of response to her corr,plaint by her f(Jilure to file <Jn action for over a year 
ofter filifig her comp a·nt. 
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Based on the foregoing findings of fact and conclusions of law, the following 
orders are entered: 

1. The termination imposed on September 23, 2014 is AFFIRMED. 

2. The retaliation claim is DISMISSED as unproven. 

3. The appeal of the lack of response to Appellant's complaint is DISMISSED 
as untimely. 

Doted this 22nd day of January. 2015. 

Valerie McNaugt-tt 
Career Service H~ ng Officer 

NOTICE OF RIGHT TO FILE PETITION FOR REVIEW 

You may petition the Career SeNice Board for review of this decision. in 
accordance with the requirements of CSR § 19-60 et seq., within fifteen calendar 
days after the date of mailing of the Hearing Officer's decision, as stated in the 
decision's certificate of delivery. See Career Service Rules at 
www.denvergov.org/csa. All petitions for review must be filed with the: 

Career Service Board 
c/o OHR Executive Director's Office 
201 W. Colfax Avenue, Dept. 412. 4'" Floor 
Denver. CO 80202 
FAX: 720-913-5720 
EMAi L: CareerServiceBoardAppeals@denvergov.org 

Career Service Hearing Office 
201 W. Colfax, 1s1 Floor 
Denver, CO 80202 
FAX: 720-913-5995 
EMAIL: CSAHearings@denvergov.org. 

AND opposing parties or their representatives, if any. 
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